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IMPORTANT NOTICE 

   

“RECRUITMENT OF CONSTABLE (EXECUTIVE) MALE AND FEMALE IN DELHI 

POLICE-2016” 

 
 In accordance with the provisions of the Notice of above Examination, the candidates 

are required to submit OBC certificate (containing non-creamy layer status) issued between 

11.10.2013 and 08.04.2017 for this Examination.  

 

2. However, it has been observed by the Commission that the candidates were facing 

difficulties in producing the OBC Certificates in the prescribed format within the cut off date 

specified in the Notices. Some of the candidates had also challenged the above provisions in 

various Courts.   

 

3. Keeping in view the difficulties faced by the candidates it has been decided not to insist 

upon the candidates to produce OBC Certificates issued within the cut off dates between 

11.10.2013 and 08.04.2017, instead the candidates may furnish prima facie proof of being 

OBC, to consider/process their claim under the OBC category.  In such cases, the 

candidature of OBC candidates will remain provisional; subject to verification of his/her 

claim by the User Department, as per the extant Government provisions/guidelines on the 

subject. 

 

4. It has also been decided to consider those candidates whose candidature were not 

considered by the Delhi Police during the conduct of PST/PE&MT on the grounds of not 

having valid OBC Certificate in accordance with the provisions of Notice of the Examination. 

A list (pl click here)  of such candidates is available on the website of the Delhi Police and the 

Commission.  The candidates concerned are requested to immediately confirm on the link 

provided below as to whether they are inclined to attend PST/PE&MT to be conducted 

shortly by the Delhi Police in case they have prima facie proof of being OBC, so asto 

consider/process their claim under the OBC category: 

 

 http://sscregistration.nic.in/dvconstabledelhipolice2016/   

 

5. Candidates may please note carefully that the last date for updating above information 

is 10.09.2017 (5.00 P.M.), failing which their requests will not be considered by the Delhi 

Police and the Commission.   

 

(A.K. Dadhich) 

Under Secretary (P&P-1) 

29.08.2017 
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